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Sprayers
Liftmounted,
Trailed and
Handcart

Technology in Treatments

SPRAYERS
High pressure liftmounted
Features
- Polyethylene main tank, washing and feeding kit
tank.
- Membrane or piston pumps
- Anti pollution control charger.
- Pressure mixer with filter and faucet.
- Reinforced transmission
- Capacities from 200 to 1.200 lts.

Accessories
- Different pumps: piston or membrane.
- Control to the tractor.
- Control to the tractor only faucets.
- Hose winders.
- Hose winder support.
- Hose and spray guns
- Inter row screens

standard screen

hydraulic screen

Inter row screens

screen with central sprayers (1 sloping)

hydraulic screen with 5 central sprayers (1 sloping)

Hose winder supports

Bell’s mesures
Description

A (mm)

Short bell: 1 sprayer+ 1 sloping sprayer

300

Medium bell: 2 sprayer+ 1 sloping sprayer

550

Long bell: 3 sprayer+ 1 sloping sprayer

890

Low pressure liftmounted

Manual herbicide
booms book type
7, 10, 11 and 12 mts.

SPRAYERS
Trailed

Features
Polyethylene main tank with different capacities:
1.000, 1.500, 2.000 or 3.000 litres.
Washing and feeding circuit tank.
Handwashing tank.
Frontal and lateral external level indicators.
Very reinforced chassis.
Pump AR-503 (3 membranes, 55 l/min, 40 atm)
Hydraulic mixer of large flow.
Regulating valve in pump.
Faucets in the back side.
Anti pollution control charger.
Lighting system.
Mono control (control to the tractor).
Kickstand with rotating wheel.
Parking brake (wedge) in 1000,1500,2000, 3000 lts)
Service brake (hydraulic) in 3000 lts.
Reinforced transmission.

mono control

Accessories
Rotatory coupling.
Extensible axle.
Homocinetic transmission.
Back Case (luggage rack)
Electric controls (electro-valves)
Hoses and spray guns.
Semi-atomizer
Inter row screens

Rotatory coupling
detail

electro-valves with
manual regulator

Luggage rack detail
electro-valves with
electrical regulator in
the cabin

electro valves with manual
regulator with sonar

SPRAYERS
Handcart

-

Features
- 100 litres polyethylene tank.
- 1 or 2 front wheels.
- 4 stroke engine; Honda Gx100 or Campeón.
- Pumps AR- 252 (25 lts. 25 atm) or piston (10 lts. 30 atm).
- Extensible handlebar.
- 1 sulfate gun.
- 10 metres of 8 mm. hose.
- Recommended for domestic garden.

Handcart sprayer with
2 central wheels

